OUTLET/CULVERT PLAN VIEW

FIGURE 1

SCOUR LENGTH — AS REQUIRED IN TRANSITION MAT SPECIFICATION
SCOUR WIDTH = 3 TO 4 X D

1. PREPARE SOIL BEFORE INSTALLING EROSION CONTROL PRODUCTS, INCLUDING ANY NECESSARY APPLICATION OF LIME, FERTILIZER, AND SEED.
2. INSTALL TURF REINFORCEMENT MAT (TRM) OVER PREPARED SOILS ACCORDING TO TRANSITION MAT SPECIFICATION.
3. PLACE TRANSITION MAT OVER THE INSTALLED TRM. TRANSITION MAT CAN BE LAID IN EITHER DIRECTION.
4. PLACE STAPLES/ANCHORS IN THE APPROPRIATE PATTERN AS RECOMMENDED BY THE MANUFACTURER.

GRADE OUT ANY RILLS FOR CONSISTENT SOIL STRUCTURE PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.
ATTACH MAT TO FIRM SOIL WITH ANCHORS
INSTALL PER MANUFACTURERS RECOMMENDATIONS

LEADING EDGE ANCHORING

FIGURE 2

EDGE OF HARD SURFACE ADJACENT SOILS SHOULD BE GRADED SO SURFACE OF MAT EVEN WITH TOP OF SURFACE AFTER INSTALLATION.

18" MIN. (TOP)